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When 17 year old Nikki Harmon moves to Bland, Virginia, she expects her new life will be as dull as

the town's name.But she finds that not everything is as it seems and the forest surrounding her new

home holds secretsâ€”one of them being a centuries-old Indian legend, carefully guarded by Adam

Black Water, the leader of a pack of boys known as the Keepers.Nikki will soon discover that the

forest holds more magic and danger than she ever dreamed possible as a killer lurks on the

Appalachian Trail. As she searches for the truth, she will unearth the darkest secret of all. But will

she lose her heart? Or will she lose her life?
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First things first. I read a lot of books. Generally between 5 and 10 a week. I picked up Hidden Moon

when it was offered for free awhile ago. It sat in my "Unread Books" collection on my kindle for quite

awhile before I got around to reading it. I must say I was pleasantly surprised. At first, the book had

a very "Twilight" feel-there were many similarities between the wolves in this book and the series by



Stephanie Meyers. As I continues to read, there were character developments and added features

that greatly enhanced the quality of the book. I love that the Wolves were in place to protect not only

nature, but creatures that normal humans thought to be myth.I thought the character development

was wonderful. I loved that the protagonist wasn't a shallow and self centered high school girl. She

genuinely cared for those around her and tried really hard to be conscience of others feelings. (not

that she could help it at one point. ;)I love that this book ended in a way that leaves it open for a

sequel, but wasn't a cliff hanger. One of my biggest pet peeves is when a novel just ends...and it is

going to be a year before the next comes out...Anyway, Loved this book and would highly

recommend it. Hope all of you out there enjoy it!

This book is AWESOME. I am a huge fan of supernatural and suspense, and this book met my

interests very well! I loved the characters, the plot, and the twists that the story went with. The

mixture of supernatural creatures is really cool and unique. Normally, you'll have one or at most two.

This book has a few and the story blends them in smoothly. I am not a fan of smut messing up a

good story and the fact this one contained none, pleased me greatly! I'd recommend this book

highly! I want to gush more, but I don't want to give too much information for future readers. This

book is great for adults AND for teens. I hope that there won't be too long a wait for the second

book! I am hooked on this series! It's very well written and had me sucked in from the Prologue.

Great job on the book and I wish you TONS of success! Looking forward to the next one!

I read every word of the 370-page novel in a matter of days as I vacated in the summer breezes of

my parents' home in Myrtle Beach, SC. Whereas a book its size, would normally take me weeks to

finish, this one was difficult to put down. I did think it was like the Twilight films, only this book is a lot

better. Best of all, the author portrayed our local history with a rich, contemporary view that I believe

will reach young and old readers alike in many ways.I'll admit that when I first began to read it, I

thought it was going to be Twilight meets Bland County. While it does have similar elements, it has

adventurous twists and turns all its own. Don't assume that, because you've seen the Twilight films,

you'll know the ending. Trust me; you're in for a real surprise. Of course, as with the start of any

good new adventure series, you're also left with an unquenchable desire for the next

installment.While this book is the perfect combination anecdote for getting teenagers and young

adults to regain interest in the printed page as well as local history, it is a great read for any area

history buff like me. I think it would be an excellent tool to be used in schools and colleges who offer

courses in local history and Appalachian culture.



I was pleasantly surprised with this book, it was a great adventure with interesting characters. I was

caught up in the action and couldn't stop reading it. A wonderful read that holds you til the end. I

hope there is more to come!

I was completely blown away by this fantastic story. I thought it was moving in a twilightish kinda

way but it turned out to be the complete opposite of what I thought it would be. Mrs. Thompson you

have officially been dipped in awesome sauce! If I could've given this story 10 stars I would have!!!

This was my first book by Author K.R. Thompson. All I can say is WoW!! From reading the synopsis

I was expecting a teenager love story; girl falls for two wolves who does she pick. My hat is off to

K.R. Thompson. This story has so many twists and turns and magic and paranormal

and..everything. Do yourself a favor and read this wonderful book by one heck of an author with a

mindset that is fantastic. She has earned my respect and I am proud to be a new fan.I cannot spoil

this book for you. The wonder and magic is in the details. I loved all the intersecting stories that

created an awesome trip into shape shifting, ancient folklore, dark and white magic, American

Indian traditions, hidden talents, a murder mystery....and this is just touching on the lessons and

truths you will see and believe on your beautiful ride.There are not grammatical errors to distract

you from the storyline and storytelling. The main female character is Nikki so most of the story will

be from her point of view. Nikki is the newest transplant to Bland. She, her little sister Emily and

mother live in her great grandmothers house, who passed away one year before her father, which

was recent. This is the family's fresh start without dad/husband. Nikki begins a fascination with the

Forrest that sits in the back of their house. Someone is there. The first person Nikki meets is Brian.

He helps her get to class, to school and begin to make new friends. At school, she will soon meet

Adam and friends. Adam is moody and standoffish. His need for a tutor to pass English, brings him

and Nikki together. Adam and friends live on the reservation, just beyond the other side of the

forrest. Thus the beginning.........I really enjoyed this story from beginning to end. There is romance,

love, hate, anger...everything so be prepared. Surprises galore and explanations that will thrill. High

school can really change your life. Enjoyable read!
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